Daringly different.

New bold patterns and colors.

Fast forward your designs at 3M.com/1080films.
3M™ Wrap Film Series 1080

Satin
- Smoldering Red *S363
- Vampire Red *SP273
- Canyon Copper *S344
- Sister Yellow *S335
- Apple Green *S196
- Key West *S47
- Ocean Shimmer *S327
- White *S10
- Pearl White *SP90
- Battleship Gray *S61
- Thundercloud *S271
- Black *S12
- Carbon Fiber White *CF910

Color Flip
- Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Riviera Blue *M67
- Electric Wave *GP287
- Shadow Military Green *S806
- Shadow Black *S912
- Mantis Black *M812
- Carbon Fiber Black *CP92
- Glacier Gray *GP291
- Charcoal Metallic *M230
- Brown Metallic *M209
- Copper Metallic *M229
- Blue Raspberry *G378
- Cosmic Blue *G377
- Intense Blue *G41
- Ice Blue *G247
- White Aluminum *G350
- Storm Gray *G31
- Sterling Silver *G251
- Anthracite *G201

Matte
- Satin Flip *SP260
- Ghost Pearl *S806
- Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Riviera Blue *M67
- Electric Wave *GP287
- Shadow Military Green *S806
- Shadow Black *S912
- Mantis Black *M812
- Carbon Fiber Black *CP92
- Glacier Gray *GP291
- Charcoal Metallic *M230
- Brown Metallic *M209
- Copper Metallic *M229
- Blue Raspberry *G378
- Cosmic Blue *G377
- Intense Blue *G41
- Ice Blue *G247
- White Aluminum *G350
- Storm Gray *G31
- Sterling Silver *G251
- Anthracite *G201

Gloss
- White Gold Sparkle *GP240
- White *G10
- Light Ivory *G79
- Gold Metallic *G254
- Sky Blue *G07
- Atomic Teal *G356
- Kelly Green *G46
- Green Envy *G336
- Lemon Sting *G335
- Bright Yellow *G35
- Sunflower *G25
- Bright Orange *G54
- Burnt Orange *G4
- Liquid Copper *G344
- Fierce Orange *G364
- Ember Black *G282
- Black Metallic *G242
- Galaxy Black *GP292
- Black *G12

Chrome
- Glass Silver Chrome *GSC461
- Glass Flip Electric Wave *GP287
- Glass Flip Deep Space *GP278
- Glass Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236

Texture
- Glass Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236
- Satin Flip Ghost Pearl *SP260
- Satin Flip Caribbean Shimmer *SP275
- Satin Flip Volcanic Fire *SP236

For warranty information, visit 3M.com/GraphicsWarranties.

⚠️ CAUTION
Before using chrome wrap, please ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. Restrictions on chrome wraps may vary by jurisdiction. You accept responsibility for legal and regulatory compliance and for any liability arising from your use of chrome wrap.

*Metallic, Chrome and/or Pearl
Colors shown on monitor and when printed are approximate representation of actual colors available.
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